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It seems like yesterday that I was invited to
become Head of School, and my wife Amy and I
decided the Village School would be the right
fit for us as a family. This summer, our warm
welcome was testament to the caring community, and is a primary reason the school seems
right for our growing family.
My work began even before I set foot in the
Head’s Office in July. To make the transition
smooth, I had helped with spring hiring and
attended trustee meetings. Shortly after moving
in, I created an entry plan, a comprehensive
first year to-do list. This first year as Head is all
about learning. I am learning about the school,
the systems, and people who make it work.

We are . . .

One task is to better understand who we are. What is the “core identity” of the
Village School of North Bennington? As a newcomer to the school and community
I have both an insider’s and outsider’s view — helpful perspectives. This
identity work has been a blending of many conversations and observations,
and wonderfully rewarding.

Joyful • Exploring
Learning • Friends
Successful • Confident

I have had dozens of meetings with folks connected to the school and community,
some whose families have been here for generations, and some new residents
who felt warmly welcomed. To a person, all expressed deep appreciation and
affinity for our little school.

Respectful • VSNB !

At school, I have seen the students stretch their bodies and minds by doing yoga
or the National Geographic Geography Bee. I have observed social lessons that
occur playing kickball at recess. On a daily basis here, I see happy kids, students
who are excited to be at school.
The Village School is a special institution, a community
school with a proud history. Reopening as a “town
academy” serving any or all district children means
we must use our independence with purpose. We
have the freedom to design and offer an education
that serves our children well; spectacularly well, I
hope. This work first requires clear assessment of
who we are — of our school’s challenges and
resources. It requires planning, and acting thoughtfully, forging a path that will make us one of the
best elementary schools in Vermont.

Tim Newbold

Finances

Art at the Village School

For the school year 2015-16, which ended on June 30, 2016, 109 district-resident
students attended the Village School of North Bennington at a tuition cost of
$13,391 per child. Despite unexpectedly high expenses in special education,
careful budgeting allowed us to continue all facets of our program, and to finish
the year with a positive cash balance.

Vermont Arts Exchange (VAE) continues to engage students with its community
approach to arts education at the Village School. Three art teachers work throughout
the week with 134 students on curriculum-based and community-based projects.

Summary from Audit for the 2015-16 School Year
Revenues:
Tuition (Payments from the School District and Tuitioning Families)
Special Education Services (Payments for Special Education Services)
Lunch Program Revenues
Other Program Income (Before and After School and Pre-K)
Fundraising Activities (Events, Annual Campaign, Gifts)

Total operating revenues

$1,468,282
$307,840
$55,695
$123,437
$54,183

$2,009,437

Expenses and losses:
Regular Instructional Program (Salaries, Benefits, and Supplies)
Special Education (Program Costs for Special Education)
Other Program Costs (Before and After School and Pre-K)
Administration (Salaries, Benefits, Services)
Plant Operations and Services (Salaries, Benefits, Utilities, Lease)
Food Service (Contract to Lunch Program Provider)

Total operating expenses
Net revenues after expenses

$859,776
$430,103
$126,951
$234,494
$280,416
$70,977

$2,002,717
$6,720

Our students enjoy
using their imaginations
to take an idea and then
bring it to life!
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When the 1st grade class studied Grandma
Moses, teacher Jodi Hudson and art teacher
Charlotte Lyons collaborated. A Moses exhibition
at Bennington Museum included a fundraiser
that incorporated art, history and a social
message of giving back. The 1st grade jumped
into the effort. Students immersed themselves in
Grandma Moses’ painting style, her technique,
and her subjects of farm life, seasons and special
events. Using a classroom chair as their canvas,
they all painted it while considering the joy of
adding art to daily life.

The Community Art 101 projects came
about when 6th graders focused on
improving and embellishing public areas
with a creative approach.
Assisted by VAE art teacher Gabi Rynes,
students working on one project
identified a utilitarian wood structure
holding a Village electrical meter and a
“No Parking” sign. Located in the center
of the village at a popular intersection,
sixth graders declared it would be “art
bombed” and they, along with other
and Village School students, have been
changing its look periodically throughout
the year.
In addition to their community projects,
students are also using imagination to
take an idea and to think “outside the
box” to bring it to life. They create
dialogue, innovate, and experiment while
finding their voices and opinions.
They learn from mistakes and arrive at
solutions while respecting others and appreciating beauty.

Curriculum and Good Teaching
Third grade: In order to help the
students learn and understand
multiplication tables, Ms. Backus’
class went to Vermont Arts
Exchange to create wooden block
models. The blocks could be
divided into groups, offering a
hands-on version of multiplication
facts. Activities combining
creativity with concepts are fun
and expand understanding.

Thinking about curriculum and teaching practice is a
long-term commitment at the Village School. Investing
time and energy as a faculty / staff for deep and rich
conversations about what we’re teaching and how we
are teaching does make for better learning. Also, as an
independent school we can consider many possibilities
and piece together a curriculum that fits the needs of
our students and the school.
This year we are focusing on mathematics instruction.
We started by reviewing our current math teaching,
pre-k through grade six, and comparing with the
general Vermont Early Learning Standards and the Common Core State Standards.
Reflecting on teaching skills vs. teaching concepts, we also looked for
instructional “gaps.” We saw that some standard curriculums recommend
introducing a topic at a different point, which led to good reflection. “Why are
we teaching it here and not there?” Mapping the content of our curriculum has
been helpful. We feel confident about what is being taught; next we delve into
how we teach math.
What does “best practice” teaching
look like at The Village School? In
our classes, we work to find the right
blend of many elements — progressive
and traditional pedagogy, hands-on
experience and technology or toolbased solutions. In mathematics,
when we make numbers real and
activities interesting, student
engagement and learning improves.

Sixth grade: Mr. Carpenter’s
students, learning about ratios,
were outside seeking everyday
objects for statements about relationships and comparisons. They calculated
the ratio of bicycles to bike racks, a great comparison which can be extended
into questions like “do we have the right number of racks?”
There are many ways to teach and to learn. Ideas about “best practice” teaching
are ever-evolving. As a learning community we need to continually assess
our instruction so curriculum is meeting the needs of — and engaging and
energizing — Village School students.

Having a village behind you! Is there any better way to
prepare a child for the world?

Some lessons help students connect, in a
real way, to mathematics.
Second grade: Mr. Ulrich’s students monitor
the weather’s temperature changes, using
their addition and subtraction skills.
These temperature numbers are also
turned into line graphs, and students look
for patterns or trends. Using critical
thinking skills they make connections
between temperature and seasonal change.

Teachers on Teaching

“I feel very fortunate to have learned
in the tight knit community of
North Bennington. I loved being in a
place where administrators, teachers,
and parents knew my name, and a
place where I could benefit from
small class sizes and a diversity of
arts and extracurricular opportunities. Two of many favorite memories are being
greeted at the front door each morning, and learning how to play violin through
the school’s strings program”.
– Kim Hausmann Fish grew up in North Bennington and received a degree in
economics from the University of Rochester. She lives in San Francisco and
works for Google as a project manager for recruiting.

A 6th Grader’s Perspective

Nearly-40-year veteran Pat Gibbons and new teacher Samantha Strubel discuss
teaching, and working at the Village School.
What keeps you coming back every day to
teach?
Pat and Sam: We agree that the love of our students’ energy and their inquisitiveness about life
keeps us coming back. We love exploring, teaching, and learning alongside our classes. We agree
that we have an industrious staff who put children first and work hard to teach the whole child.
(It was interesting to share our answers as we
saw so many similarities, even though we are at
opposite ends of our teaching careers.)
What about this community or this school makes it
special?
Sam: At the Village School, I feel respected as an educator.
When I walk into this school, it feels warm and inviting.
Teachers strive here to do the best they can, and I have
learned many important things from them this year.
Pat: Being a generational teacher helps me realize the
true meaning of “it takes a village” to educate a child.
North Bennington epitomizes this experience. I feel very
connected to the families with whom I have worked over the past 40 years and
know that I am a richer person due to those sincere connections.
When kids come back to see you what do they remember? What experience
stands out for them?
Pat: When kids come back to visit, they remember the highly emotional experiences, the capstone events that heightened their learning. From becoming
famous people during our Night of the Notables and epic science fair failures to
memorable overnight field trips from Cape Cod to Niagara Falls, they often look
back with positive smiles. The memories they shared with their classmates have
created lifelong memories and a sense of belonging to a vital community.

Maple won the school’s
National Geography’s Geo Bee
and competed at the State level.

Maple selected Jane Goodall as the
person to research and report on during her
5th Grade “Night of the Notables” project.

My
name is Maple and I am in 6th grade. I’ve had lots of great times here at the
Village School of North Bennington! One great experience was taking a 3-day trip to
the Keewayden Environmental Education Center in 5th grade. It’s a camp with
cabins, campfires, and learning adventures. We learned a lot about the ecosystem.
I had great field trips in 2nd grade too. We traveled to campsites with lean-tos and
slept over. It was so exciting to be in the wild while learning about it. We also took
trips to ponds to see what creatures we could find!
In 1st grade, we learned fun ways to add and we had older reading partners who
would come and read to us. Now, as a 6th grader, I love to read to and help the
younger children! With all the interesting learning experiences, I think this is a great
school to attend.
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Mission
Children are at the heart of all we do. We nurture a child’s curiosity, ignite
enthusiasm for exploring, develop tools for inquiry, for invention, for achievement.
We welcome families into a community-wide collaboration to help our children
grow into their best selves — responsible citizens and stewards of the greater
world, makers of the future.

